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We are pleased to present the fourth issue of the Marine Information System (MIS) newsletter. Thanks to the 
collaboration of the five Canadian port authorities (CPA) located in Québec, for the first time, we are able to 
share global data on goods traffic on the St. Lawrence and Saguenay rivers. In future, the March and September 
newsletters will spotlight goods traffic while the June and December issues will focus on vessel movements.

To constantly improve the quality of the information presented in these newsletters, we will soon be en-
deavouring to establish collaboration with those responsible for Québec’s regional, municipal and private 
ports so as to bring you a comprehensive overview of all cargo transshipped on the St. Lawrence/Saguenay 
rivers. For the time being, our portrait covers the five (5) Québec CPAs that handle approximately 80% of the 
goods transiting through Québec ports. The data available already offers an interesting, representative view 
of port activities.

Work on developing our web interface continues. As of this fall, we will be able to make the platform acces-
sible for users’ personalized databank queries.

Finally, we would like to thank the five Québec CPAs—the ports of Montréal, Québec City, Saguenay, Sept-Îles 
and Trois-Rivières—for their confidence and collaboration in this project’s implementation.

Happy reading!

Nicole Trépanier, President-CEO
St. Lawrence Economic Development Council (SODES)

Sylvain Lafrance, Executive Director
Innovation maritime
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MONITORING MARINE ACTIVITY1

In 2016, total tonnage handled in the five Québec CPAs2 (84  652  674 tonnes) increased 6.6% from 2015 
(79 411 131 tonnes). However, it remains lower than the average annual tonnage the five CPAs handled in 
2011-2015 (85 251 046 tonnes). 

Analysis of the monthly breakdown of tonnage handled (Figure 1) shows that, in 2016, volumes transship-
ped in August and the winter months was higher than the monthly average for the previous five years. In 
upcoming newsletters, it will be interesting to monitor the change in tonnages handled in 2017 to determine 
whether the 2016 upturn was a one-time phenomenon or whether it represents a restructuring of seasonal 
fluctuation. 

Figure 1 
Monthly tonnages handled in the five Québec CPAs 
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Sources: CPA, Innovation maritime

1 See the Methodology Notes at the end of the newsletter for further information on the assumptions used for data analysis purposes. 
2 Data comes from the five Québec CPAs, which historically have handled approximately 80% of the cargo tonnages transiting in Québec ports. 
Data for regional, municipal and private ports is not currently available.
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TYPES OF CARGO HANDLED - TRENDS OBSERVED IN 2016

In recent years (2011-2016), solid bulk, liquid bulk, containerized cargo and general cargo have constituted 
the main tonnages loaded and unloaded in Québec CPAs, representing 51%, 30%, 15% and 4% respectively 
of the total handled over this period. For 2016, we can see significant variations compared to the reference 
period (2011-2015) (Figure 2).

Figure 2
Breakdown of total tonnage by cargo class for the five Québec CPAs3

3  The scales vary to allow readers to understand trends by cargo type in absolute rather than comparative terms.

Sources: CPA, Innovation maritime
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Solid bulk ranks a strong first for tonnage loaded in CPAs, due mainly to ore exports, especially iron ore loaded 
in Sept-Îles. This type of bulk cargo is just as well represented in tonnages unloaded, reflecting significant raw 
materials imports destined for St. Lawrence/Saguenay ports for processing in Canada. This is true, among 
others, for bauxite and alumina, inputs required to manufacture aluminum. Despite a slight upturn in solid 
bulk transport, the 2016 figures show an 8.8% decline from the average for the previous five years. 
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In the liquid bulk category, petroleum products represent most of the tonnage. Be it light crude from the 
North Sea and Northern Africa or refined products destined to supply fuel in the various regions, liquid bulk 
transport plays an essential role in the Québec economy, both directly and indirectly. This cargo class also 
includes animal- or plant-derived oils carried in bulk, which, on average, represent less than 1.5% of the ton-
nage transshipped. Liquid bulk transshipment is growing in the Québec CPAs (up 17.7% in 2016 compared to 
2011-2015). 

Container handling is managed primarily by one port authority. 
Montréal ranks first for tonnage handled. Give its geographic lo-
cation, the Port of Montréal is a key gateway to the North Ameri-
can industrial heartland,4 with a real continental scope since one 
container in five is linked to the United States. The presence of liner 
carriers in Montréal also promotes containerized cargo transport to 
other markets, notably to Europe. As a port of destination, Montréal 
is often the only North American stopover for some of these ship-
pers. This explains the relative stability between tonnage loaded and unloaded. 

It is interesting to note that, in 2016, containerized cargo was up 5.5% from the average for the previous five 
years. The growth of emerging markets, like Asia, the addition of services,5 the use of larger capacity vessels 
and the addition of the Viau container terminal help explain this upturn in tonnage transshipped.

4 Including Québec, Ontario and the American Midwest.
5 Primarily by MSC (Mediterranean Shipping Company).
6 Source: portofhalifax.ca/cargo/statistics, imports and exports for 2016.
7 Source: http://www.portvancouver.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Cargo-Statistics-Year-to-Date-December-2016.pdf

Solid bulk ranks a strong first for ton-
nage loaded in CPAs, due mainly to 
ore exports, especially iron ore loaded 
in Sept-Îles. 

“
”

General cargo transshipment in the five Québec CPAs dropped significantly (-48.9%) in 2016, compared to 
the average for the previous five years. Much of this marked decline is due to a substantial decrease in wood 
products transshipping, for both tonnages loaded and unloaded.

http://portofhalifax.ca/cargo/statistics
http://www.portvancouver.com/about-us/statistics/?doing_wp_cron=1491415032.9116020202636718750000
http://www.portvancouver.com/about-us/statistics/cargo-statistics-year-to-date-december-2016/
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OVERVIEW OF TONNAGES LOADED/UNLOADED

The magnitude, in terms of tonnage handled, of each of the main cargo categories varies depending on 
whether we consider tonnage loaded or unloaded (Figures 3 and 4).

Figure 3
Breakdown, by cargo type, of tonnage loaded in 2016 in the five Québec CPAs

Sources: CPA, Innovation maritime

For loading, in 2016, solid bulk represented 61% of total tonnage handled in the five Québec CPAs, due mainly 
to iron ore shipments from Sept-Îles. Liquid bulk ranked second, representing 22% of total tonnage, followed 
by containerized cargo (15%) and general cargo (2%).

The liquid bulk loaded in the facilities of the five St. Lawrence/Saguenay CPAs has been growing since 2013, 
a trend that clearly picked up in 2016. In addition to considerably increasing the volume of tonnage loaded, 
the implementation of a regular hydrocarbon transport service between Montréal and Québec City (Saint-Ro-
muald) also pushed up the tonnage unloaded. This is due to the fact that, unlike solid bulk, this type of cargo 
plays a key role in domestic shipping since hydrocarbons produced in refineries are redistributed by ship and 
stored in different ports in Québec. 
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Figure 4 
Breakdown, by cargo type, of tonnage unloaded in 2016 in the five Québec CPAs

Sources: CPA, Innovation maritime

The breakdown of tonnage unloaded (Figure 4) shows the change in order of importance of cargo types. Solid 
bulk represents only 33% of tonnage unloaded, while liquid bulk moves to first place with 48%. Containerized 
cargo continues to rank third with 16% of total tonnage. General cargo represents 3% of total tonnage un-
loaded in 2016 in the five Québec CPAs.

It is useful to recall that tonnages handled do not necessarily reflect the respective economic value of each 
cargo type. While all types of cargo have an important impact on the economies of Québec’s regions, some 
cargo, notably containerized cargo, is deemed to have greater economic value. 

The summary of operations for 2011-2016 (Table 1) shows certain trends in transshipments in the five Qué-
bec CPAs. Containerized and general cargo balance out in terms of cargo loaded and unloaded, but bulk and 
liquid cargo do not. Solid bulk dominates loading (69% of tonnage handled, on average) while the opposite is 
true for liquid bulk, which posts an average of 76% of tonnage handled for unloading.
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Table 1
Summary of transshipment operations (2011-2016) in the five Québec CPAs  

(in thousands of tonnes)

Sources: CPA, Innovation maritime

NEXT ISSUE:

• Monitoring marine traffic for 2017
• Portrait of traffic entering/leaving the St. Lawrence/Saguenay 

system

SUBSCRIBE TO THE NEWSLETTER

http://www.st-laurent.org/en/newsletter-sodes/
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METHODOLOGY NOTES 

The data used pertains to cargo handled in the five CPAs on the St. Lawrence/Saguenay rivers:

• Montréal
• Québec City
• Sept-Îles
• Saguenay
• Trois Rivières

The different types of cargo transshipped in these St. Lawrence ports fall into four main categories:

• Solid bulk
• Liquid bulk
• Containerized cargo 
• General cargo 

Each of the four cargo classes used in the tonnage analysis groups different types of cargo. In some cases, a 
given cargo can be included in more than one class, depending on its packaging. Sugar, for example, can be 
carried in bulk directly on board a bulker or in smaller amounts in containers.

Containerized cargo includes anything shipped in a container, regardless of the transport unit type or its len-
gth. However, for some shipments, carrying different types of cargo packaged in various ways, total tonnage 
may be included in the “general cargo” category. 

Solid bulk includes different types of ore or bulk dry goods, including all forms of grain (wheat, soy, canola, 
corn and other grains, solid waste from pressing grains to make oil (canola), also called “meal”). A shipment 
with containerized packaging is counted in the “general cargo” category.

Liquid bulk includes refined and crude petroleum products, plant-derived oils, mineral oils and various liquid 
chemical products transported in bulk. It also includes molasses and other liquid sugars. 

“General cargo” includes non-containerized cargo, e.g. oversized parts, vehicles, steel rollers, paper pulp or 
any other product not packaged in containers. This category also includes shipments carrying varied types of 
packaging or cargo that is primarily non-containerized. 

For some entries, for which the handling dates were missing, we used the invoicing dates for reference purpo-
ses to establish transshipping operation dates.


